
THE EFFECTIVE WAYS TO SAVE SPACE AND TIME WHEN TRAVELLING

Maximize the space in your luggage with our 10 tips to help you The best place to pack your shoes is at the bottom of
your suitcase and close to the wheels. Every time you take a trip, make a list of what you're bringing.

Even in checked-bags, opt for small travel-size containers for your toiletries. This keeps shoes and socks
together where they belong , plus you save space in your suitcase. Spritz damp hair with sea salt spray, use a
towel to tie it up "genie-style," and sleep on it. Or pack a travel-size straightener like this one or this mini hair
dryer from amika  If not, you are better off rolling. For regular clothing look for packing cubes with
compression. Cover the bottom of shoes with a shower cap. You can purchase an inexpensive luggage scale
from a local travel supplier. Squeezing the extra space into your luggage wont really make a difference unless
there is a specific reason. Lightweight materials like silk and heavier materials like wool are more suited to
folding. Get My Packing List Get the Most Out of These Travel Packing Hacks Each of these travel hacks will
save you space in your suitcase, but obviously, the real space-saving comes in if you use a combination of
these travel packing tips and tricks. These space-savers are good alternatives to jumpers and cardigans. Not
only does it save space, it protects them. Tightly fold your underwear and socks. This multi-purpose makeup
stick is creamy and blends well. Rolling your clothes also makes it easier to see all of your clothing at a glance
rather than having them all folded and stacked on top of each other. Like I just mentioned, you can use a hard
glasses or sunglasses case to store small items such as jewelry. Use these smaller areas for things like socks,
underwear, and other non-destructible items. Happy travels! They really are the secret to carry-on only travel.
Put your foundation or powder into contact cases to bring small quantities. Buy toiletries when you get to your
destination. If you are picky about which products you use this may not be for you, but otherwise, it can be fun
to shop like the locals. Simply use one compartment for each item including any dangly earrings that may get
tangled! Infinity scarves give you infinite options. Rolling vs. This limits any creases. If you are good with
organization, I highly recommend a clamshell suitcase with a hard exterior. In addition, you might want to
think about using straws to feed your necklaces through. Finally, some people swear by compression travel
bags that suck the air out of your clothes like a vacuum sealer. A packing cube makes it easy to pack. Use the
inside of any packed shoes to store your socks. You can find other empty containers to contain items as well
such as using a Tic Tac container to store bobby pins. And this is incredibly valuable space if you are only
bringing a carry-on and are limited to one 1-qt bag of liquids! If your luggage has an expandability feature,
consider using it only if doing so won't bump your luggage out of the carry-on-size category; the last thing you
want to do after packing your bag this carefully is to have to check it.


